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Education 

Louisiana State University, May 2023         

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering                                                    

Minors: Business Management, Analytics  

Academic Awards: Deans list, Order of the Lamp  

Work Experience  

Systems Engineer Intern- Lockheed Martin Space Digital Engineering/IT Team                                        

Huntsville, Alabama May 2022-present  

 Lead a working group of cross functional team leaders where I received updates and helped problem solve. 
 Gave update presentations to Senior Management at weekly and monthly update meetings on recent milestones accomplishments, 

upcoming milestones, and issues on different projects from the working group.  
 Gathered data requirements for digital tools that will be created.  
 Created and gave feedback on Tableau dashboard visualizations that will be presented to the customer.  
 Designed a schedule timeline for multiple projects that will be used as a basis for development progress.  
 Assisted in the planning and facilitation of major program reviews. 
 Recorded meeting minutes during major program reviews.  

Operations Engineer Intern - Wholesale Electric Supply of Houston     

Prairieville, Louisiana May 2019- May 2022 

 Planned and facilitated the organization and re-training of the wire department during which we found that there was over $63,000 worth of 
wire not correctly represented in SAP 

 Developed and implemented a new process for checking in and receiving items that saved an average of 1.5 hours per day to complete this 
task.  

 Trained new warehouse employees in their tasks until I felt they could perform their jobs in an efficient manner. 
 Coordinated with the Logistics Manager to ensure that deliveries were made efficiently and on time.  
 Prepared Purchase orders and handled billing issues.  
 Ensured the right amount of stock that was represented in SAP matched what was on the shelves.   
 Composed and implemented ideas on how to reorganize stock to make it easier to find and move heavier items and moved items that were 

pulled at higher frequency closer to the checking station.  
 Worked the store counter where I helped the customer figure out which products best suited their needs. 

Warehouse Associate - Wholesale Electric Supply of Houston   

Prairieville, Louisiana May 2017-May 2019 

 Loaded and unloaded incoming and outgoing truck shipments. 
 Inspected items for damage and made sure quantities matched paperwork. 
 Prepared packaged materials and pallets of merchandise for shipments.   
 Stored items on shelves according to company procedures.  

Skills and Activities 

Skills and certifications:   Lean Green Belt certified, Forklift certified, Agility familiarity, MBSE, SAP, DOORS,   

Activities: Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity, Society of Hispanic Engineers, Louisiana Society of Engineers, Institute of Industrial and System 
Engineers, Saint Thomas More Men’s Club, Knights of Columbus,  

 



 

 

 

 

 


